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Abstract 

The hydroelectric power generation plants, its aged components/Structure are needs to be 

evaluated to ascertain its integrity, such critical assets can be optimally met, total plant 

reliability is essential. “What condition assessment methodology and approach should the 

industry emphasize?” Following nuclear and natural gas, the highest-rated technology was 

hydroelectric power. Hence, it is of paramount importance to evaluate such aged components, 

looking at both the immediate rectification and long term plan for replacement of components, 

with a carefully applied approach using engineering experience and, nondestructive examination 

(NDE) knowledge and repair techniques, to ensure continuous reliable hydroelectric power 

generation.  

 

Central Power Research Institute (CPRI) has long been involved in the inspection and condition 

assessment of water conveyance supporting systems to identify the potential problems, and to 

enable forward planning for repairs and maintenance activities using various advanced NDE 

techniques. These vital advanced inspection techniques enable information to be acquired on the 

condition of an asset, even when the location to be inspected is inaccessible and in most cases 

still in operation. A good example of this is a state electricity company’s assessment nearly of 10 

of their hydroelectric assets. CPRI initially performed physical examination of the penstocks 

supporting structures in order to determine the level of deterioration and present conditions that 

could lead to the loss of integrity penstock structure, including safety & loss of plant assets. The 

integrity of aged penstock supporting structure was evaluated by Ultrasonic pulse velocity test, 

Rebound hammer test, Cover test, Core test and half-cell potential test. The data’s have been 

used as input for the integrity assessment of the penstock supporting structure. 

 

The test results indicate that the overall quality and strength of the penstock supporting structure 

is in good condition. A statistical approach was used to ascertain the condition of the supporting 

structure of the penstock and identify the extent of the deterioration are discussed. A demand-to-

integrity of the supporting structure was determined as a benchmark for making level of risk 

analysis and identified as (a) Very high, (b) High, (c) Medium (d) Low and (e) Very low 

performance to decide future operability of the assets.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 
A hydroelectric power plant (HEPP) system does require large amounts of water in the Reservoir 

Lake and high fluid flow rates for operation. A penstock is a significant constituent of a hydro-

power plant and it is the pressure conduit between open water upstream and the turbine. 

Installation of penstock generally runs into meter to kilometers from the water intake up to the 

turbine, these penstocks are supported by supporting structures like saddle and anchor supports, 

these are constructed using reinforced concretes.  Therefore, a penstock should be a hydraulically 

efficient as practical to conserve available head and structurally safe to prevent failure which 

would result in loss of life and property. Generally penstocks are designed for safe operation for 

a minimum period of 80 years of service life considering its load carrying, materials 

construction, operation, maintenance and environmental aspects. Over a period of time penstock 

supports undergo deterioration due to various reasons like earth movements,  cracks on concrete 

surface , stone pitching, growth of fungus , corrosion in the reinforcement , spalling of concrete 

cover , reduction in compression strength  etc , which leads effect of integrity of the penstock 

supporting structure.  

Central Power Research Institute (CPRI) has long been involved in the inspection and condition 

assessment of water conveyance supporting systems to identify the potential problems, and to 

enable forward planning for repairs and maintenance activities using various advanced NDE 

techniques. These vital advanced inspection techniques enable information to be acquired on the 

condition of an asset, even when the location to be inspected is inaccessible and in most cases 

still in operation. A good example of this is a state electricity company’s assessment nearly of 10 

of their hydroelectric assets. CPRI initially performed physical examination of the penstocks 

supporting structures in order to determine the level of deterioration and present conditions that 

could lead to the loss of integrity of penstock structure, including safety & loss of plant assets. 

The integrity of aged penstock supporting structure was evaluated by Ultrasonic pulse velocity 

test, Rebound hammer test, Cover test, Core test and half-cell potential test. The data’s have been 

used as input to determine the integrity of penstock supporting structures. 

 

2.0 Methodology 

 

      The methodology adopted for evaluating the integrity of penstock supports structure through 

condition  assessment of  saddles , anchor/thrust blocks to ascertain the existing  quality  in 

terms  of in-situ strength and degree of corrosion  by using various NDE techniques  such as  

a)walk down survey by Visual inspection , b) Ultrasonic Pulse velocity test , c) Rebound 

hammers Test, d)  Cover Test , e) Core Test and Half-cell potential test  to  in order to  

diagnose   the   causes   of   distress   and   suggest   the  suitable   remedial   measures for 

rehabilitation of the supporting structure .   

   

3.0 Non-Destructive evaluations (NDE) 

 
3.1 Walk over survey & Visual Inspection 
 
First and foremost activity in a condition survey of penstock supporting structural 

investigation is a walk down & visual inspection, so as to gather readily available 

information about the structure in question.  Further, a careful visual observation of 

typical crack pattern and its nature of the distress can furnish valuable information 
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regarding the nature and cause of the distress. Thus a visual survey has been carried out in 

the beginning. Further visual observations were also recorded and recorded the 

observations along with documenting the photographs of distressed structures are given in 

Figure 1 to Figure-8. 

 

                 
 

              Fig-1 : General view of saddles                                                    Fig-2 : General view of Anchor Block 

 

 

                                
 

         Fig-3 : Growth of fungus over concrete surface                                                   Fig-4 :  Erosion of concrete 

 

 

                                  
 

             Fig-5 : Deterioration of Stone Pitching                               Fig-6 :  Initiation of corrosion on steel mat 
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       Fig-7 : Cracks in Anchor Block (Typical views)             Fig-8 : Spalling of cover concrete and exposure of corroded rebars 

 

The following observations are made on penstock supporting saddle structures  
  

� Erosion of concrete at ground level was observed at a few locations. 
� Growth of fungus was observed over the concrete surface. 
� Stone  pitching  provided  between  saddles  was  observed  to  be  deteriorated  at  

many locations. 
� Initiation of corrosion on steel mat provided between pipe and concrete was observed at 

many locations. 

 

3.2  Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity Test (USPV) 

The average o f  USPV values for direct measurement are calculated from the path 
length and the measured time and averaging the results so obtained for a given element 
where-ever more than one measurement was carried out. The USPV values obtained at 
different locations are given in Table 1.   

Table – 1 
 

Sl.No 
 

Structure/Location 

Path 
Length 

Transit 
time 

Velocity 
(Km/S) 

Concrete 
Quality 
Grading 

 
Remark 

 Penstock Supporting Concrete Structure  

1 Anchor Block-1 to 2      

 Saddles      
1  

 
 
 

Saddle-4 

600 165 3.6  
 
 
 

Good 

Concrete 

 

2 600 151 4.0  

3 600 150 4.0  

4 600 163 3.7  

5 600 149 4.0  

6 600 159 3.8  

7  
 
 
 

Saddle-6 

600 150 4.0  
 
 
 

Good 

Concrete 

 

8 600 165 3.6  

9 600 165 3.6  

10 600 165 3.6  

11 600 164 3.6  

12 600 165 3.6  
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3.3   Rebound Hammer Test 
 

In-situ Rebound Hammer Test Results mean rebound number calculated from 

rebound hammer readings, for different locations are given in Table 2.  
Table 2 

Sl No. Structure/Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average 
 Penstock Supporting Concrete Structure 

1 Anchor Block-1 to 2        

 Saddles        

1 Saddle-4 36 42 40 44 46 38 41 

2 Saddle-6 44 42 44 42 40 40 42 

3 Saddle-8 34 38 38 36 38 40 37 

4 Saddle-10 36 42 44 38 40 38 40 

 Anchor Block-2        

5 Location-1 40 42 44 44 38 38 41 

6 Location-2 36 34 36 38 44 40 38 

 

3.4   Cover meter Test  

Table3 

Sl No. Structure/Location Readings (mm) 
 Penstock Supporting Concrete Structure 

1 Anchor Block-1 to 2  

 Saddles  

1 Saddle-8 
 

Reinforcements could not be 
detected 2 Saddle-4 

 Anchor Block-2  

3 Location-1 
 

Reinforcements could not be 
detected 4 Location-2 

 

3.5   Core Tests for In-situ Compressive Strength 

 

The core  compressive  strength  test  results  can  be  considered  to  be  reliable in 
case of old structures and therefore only these results will be used for the purpose 

of estimation of  in-situ  compressive  strength  of  concrete  in  various  areas:  The 

results  obtained  from the compressive strength test of drilled cores are given in 

Table-4. The cores were tested in the laboratory. 
 

Table-4 

Sl No. Structure/Location Compressive Strength (Mpa) 

 Penstock Supporting Concrete Structure  

1 Anchor Block-1 to 2  

 Saddles  

1 Saddle-4 35.1 
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2 Saddle-8 21.7 
 Anchor Block-2  

3 Location-1 31.2 

4 Location-2 22.3 

 

Half Cell Potential Test Results 
 

Table 5 

Sl No. Structure/Location Halfcell (mv) Corrosion Risk (%) 

 Penstock Supporting Concrete Structure  

1 Anchor Block-1 to 2   

 Saddles   

1 Saddle-4 -210 
 
 

10% Risk 2 Saddle-7 -180 

3 Saddle-10 -185 

 

3.6   Evaluation of test results   
 

On the basis of data collected and observations made during condition assessment the quality 
of structure for each test or a combination of tests will be interpreted and analyzed as below 
  

UPV test  

Velocity(Km/s ) vs Concrete quality 

Below 3.0  3.0 to 3.5 3.5 to 4.5 Above 4.5 

Doubtful Medium Good Excellent 

 
 

Rebound hammer test 
Rebound Number vs Concrete Strength 

 
 

Rebound number 
 

Estimated compressive strength range 
(n/sq.mm) 

22 to 26 10 to 14 
26 to 30 14 to 18 
30 to 34 18 to 22 
34 to 38 22 to 26 
38 to 42 26 to 30 
42 to 46 30 to 34 

 
                           Half cell Potential Test 

 
                   Half Cell Potential (mV) vs Corrosion Risk 

 
Above -250 

 
Between -250 to -350 

 
Lower than -350 

 
               10% 

 
50% 

 
90% 
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S.No 

 
Test Carried out 

 
Results & Stipulation 

 
Remarks 

 
1 

 
Ultrasonic Pulse 

Velocity Test 

 
The quality of concrete at tested location falls 

in the category of Good Concrete as per the 

concrete quality grading chart. The results of 

the tests are tabulated in Table-1  

 
Overall quality of 

the concrete is Good 

concrete in the 

structure. 

 
2 

 
Rebound Hammer 
Test 

 
In-situ strength of concrete in structure is 

ranges from 25.0-29.0 N/mm2. The results of 

the tests are tabulated in Table-2  

 
Strength of concrete is 

satisfactory based on 

rebound hammer test 

conducted. 

 
3 

 
Cover Meter Test 

 
Reinforcements could not be detected. The 

results of the tests are tabulated in Table-3  

 

 
4 

 
Core Test 

 
Average In-situ strength of concrete in tested 

structure is 21.7 to 35.1 MPa. The results of 

the tests are tabulated in Table-4 . 

 
Strength of 

concrete is 

satisfactory  
 

5 
 
Half-Cell 

Potential 
Test 

 
Corrosion risk in the tested structure ranges 

from 10% risk. 

 
Overall corrosion risk 

in the structure is 10% 

at present. 

 
 
 
3.7  Risk Analysis  

The risk analysis of  pressure conduits supporting structures have been evaluated on seven 

parameter basis and categorized as  High , medium and low risk involved  and tabulated below 

for Low and High pressure penstock are given in Figure- 9 and 10. 

 

            

       Fig-9 :  Risk analysis of Low pressure Pipe              Fig-10 : Risk analysis of High pressure Pipe 
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4.0   Conclusions 
 

1. The evaluation of integrity of penstock supporting structures of   hydro Power Station 

reveals that the structure is in stable condition, except minor distress in cement concrete 

foundations at few locations. Strengthening of these minor deteriorations will enhance the 

normal serviceable life.  Further, periodic maintenance of the structure shall be carried out 

to enhance the life of the structure. 
 
 

2. The civil structure needs to be coated with Anti-corrosive chemical treatment on corroded 

steel plates. The damaged concrete structure at major pipe region shall be packed with 

polymer modified mortar.  Treatment for Peeling of Painting and two coats of anti-

corrosive chemical (zinc rich primer) shall be provided on the exposed bars.  
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